
HeatsavrTM
the original liquid solar pool cover

Heatsavr™ is a transparent liquid that spreads itself out over 
the surface of a swimming pool or spa. Once added to your 
pool, it creates a monolayer on the surface that slows evapora-
tion and acts as a pool cover.

According to the US Department of Energy, evaporation is 
the primary mode of swimming pool heat loss, accounting for 
approximately 70% in both indoor and outdoor pools. Pool 
covers are the most effective way to slow heat loss and con-
serve energy in your swimming pool.

Benefits of using a Liqud Pool Cover
• Lowers energy usage in heated pools by a proven 15 - 35%

save money...and the environment!

• Conserves water lost to evaporation by up to 50%
less cold water you need to re-fill your pool with!

• Cuts overnight heat loss in half
get your pool warmer, quicker...& keep it that way!

• Reduces humidity levels for indoor pool areas
less condensation on windows & walls!

The photos above were taken at the Brentwood Bay Lodge, Victoria BC, Canada. 
The air temperature was 39oF and the water temperature was 82oF.

The time in between photos - before and after HeatsavrTM was added to the water - was 15 minutes.
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http://energy.gov/energysaver/articles/swimming-pool-covers


• Easier to use than plastic pool blankets,
no more rollers, backaches or frustration!

• Spreads automatically, even in areas with high wind, 
or on negative edge pools and / or pools with water features!

• Works effectively 27 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
even when the circulation system is running!

• The only liquid solar pool cover with proof,
with testimonials and test results going back 20 years!

Toll Free: (800) 661-3560
Fax: (250) 477-9912

www.liquidpoolcovers.com
info@flexiblesolutions.com

Dosing Instructions

Manual Dosage:
Pour recommended dosage directly into 

pool water as required

HeatsavrTM spreads itself 
across the pool’s surface, 

reducing evaporation 

A roof top pool on the 10th 
floor of an apartment complex 
in downtown Washington DC. 
The outdoor pool is open year-
round and heated to 91 degrees.

Residential Pools:
4 oz. per 15,000 - 20,000 

gallons each week

Commercial Pools:
1 oz. per 15,000 - 20,000 gallons 

(400 sq ft) per day

Automatic Dosage:
Install the HS115 Automatic Metering 
System for easy, reliable and efficient 

dosing
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